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Knowledge Organiser Focus: The world in the 10th century
Unit one: Constantinople

Byzantium A Greek city, which became the city of Constantinople 

Charlemagne A German ruler who became ‘Holy Roman Emperor’ in the year 800. This meant there 
were two Roman Emperors, the other in Constantinople in the East

Constantinople A Christian city, founded in the 4th century. It is now called Istanbul, in Turkey

Constantine Emperor of the Roman Empire between 306 and 337. He changed the religion of the 
Empire to Christianity and founded the city of Constantinople.

Nicaea (ni-see-ah) A city where in the 325, the decision was made to make the whole Roman Empire 
follow Christianity as a religion

Patriarch The title given to the leader of the Christian church in Constantinople

Latin Christendom The former Western part of the Roman Empire. Led by the Pope in Rome, Italy

Varangian Guard A group of Vikings who protected the emperor/empress of Constantinople

Zoe Empress of Constantinople from 1028 to 1050

Overall, how similar / 
different was 
Constantinople to the 
traditions of Rome?

A decade is 10 years
A century is 100 years

Our next year 7 units look at other 
parts of the world, at the same 
time. Next half term, we look at the 
role of religion in the crusades.

The map on the left shows the 
Roman Empire in the 1st century. 
The map underneath shows that 
in the 4th century, the creation of 
Constantinople had ‘split’ the 
Empire in two parts. (The arrow 
points to Constantinople)

https://www.history.com/topics/mi
ddle-east/constantinople
This website will give you extra 
information about Constantinople 
through the centuries

• Features of the city of 
Constantinople a thousand 
years ago

• What dangers the city faced 
and from where / who

• What made Constantinople 
similar to Rome, such as 
‘bread and games.’

• What made Constantinople 
different to Rome, such as 
its links to Greek learning

• What does the Hagia Sofia 
Church tell us about 
religion in Constantinople?

https://www.history.com/topics/middle-east/constantinople
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Knowledge Organiser Focus: The world in the 10th century
Unit Two: The Islamic world

Abbasid A Caliphate which ruled from Baghdad, after forcing the Umayyads out in the 8th century

Abd al-Rahman Founder of the Umayyad dynasty which ruled in Iberia (now Spain)

Baghdad City founded in 762 by Abbasid Caliph Al Mansur. Now the capital city of Iraq

Caliphate The name of an Islamic country/state, ruled by a Caliph

Cordoba A Spanish city which was captured by Muslims in the early 8th century

Dynasty A series of rulers of a country, who all belong to the same family

Emir A word of Arabic origin, meaning ruler

Harun al-Rashid Caliph of Baghdad from 786.

House of Wisdom A library founded by Harun al-Rashid in Baghdad. 

Umayyad A Muslim dynasty which moved from Syria to Spain after the Abbasid takeover

In our next unit, we will look at 
Latin Christendom at the same time 
in which we have studied 
Constantinople and the Islamic 
world. 

• How events from 750 to 929 led 
to rival Islamic Caliphates, 1,000s 
of miles apart

• Why Abd al-Rahman became 
Emir of Cordoba

• The attitude to science and 
learning in the Islamic world by 
the 8th century

• The similarities  / differences 
between the cities of Cordoba 
and Baghdad

• The role of scholarship in the 
Islamic world by the 9th century 

In which ways was 
Constantinople similar or 
different to the Islamic world?
Was it more similar to Rome 
or the cities of Cordoba / 
Baghdad?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bit
esize/guides/zx9xsbk/revisi
on/1

Where the city of Constantinople 
was.
What Constantinople’s attitude to 
learning was like.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zx9xsbk/revision/1

